
The Case for Atheistic Religion 
 

David Ryan presented this at the UU Sarasota Freethinkers Briefing on January 9, 2015.  Because of a 
malfunction in the slide presentation, the text will vary some from the cd recording. 
 
I am an atheist. What do you feel when you hear me say that word?  Does it lower your opinion of me?  Do you 
wish I would use a different word?  Have you decided long ago that you would never call yourself an atheist?  
Does that label generate some subconscious fear in you?  If calling yourself an atheist generates fear in your 
mind, you are probably politically astute. 
    
Atheists are the most hated group in America.  This disdain for atheists is a part of the very fabric of our 
culture.  Our culture has from the beginning designated some groups as worthy of hate.  We have hated Native 
Americans, African Americans, immigrants from Ireland, Germany, Asia, and Mexico, and even our own 
women.  It is no longer legal to hate these groups anymore, so lets turn our hate toward atheists.  
 
Does Atheism Equal immorality?  Psychologist Will Gervais  has just published his latest research showing, 
through a series of experiments, that  in the minds of many people, atheism is virtually synonymous with 
immorality. 
 
A Gallup Poll in June 2012 asked this question.  Between now and the 2012 political conventions, there will be 
discussion about the qualifications of presidential candidates – their education, age, religion, race and so on.  If 
your party nominated a generally well-qualified person for president who happened to be _____, would you 
vote for that person.  The percentage of those who would not are as follows: 
Black, a woman, Catholic, Hispanic,or Jewish were all less than 8% Nos.  Would not vote for Mormon =  18%, 
Would not vote for a  gay or lesbian = 30%, Would not vote for a Muslim = 40%, Would not vote for an atheist 
= 43% 
 
There are laws against atheists in 8 state constitutions that reflect an attitude even if not enforced. In Arkansas:  
"No person who denies the being of a God shall hold any office in the civil departments of this State, nor be 
competent to testify as a witness in any Court." 
 
A recent Pew Forum study said that 49% of Americans would be unhappy if a family member married a person 
who doesn't believe in God.  They significantly beat out gun owners (19%), people without a college education 
(14%), and born-again Christians (9%). 
 
In brief, I am an atheist.  I am religious.  I am a religious atheist.  I practice atheistic religion.  I made a long 
journey from theistic religion.  Trends will continue to increase not just atheism but also atheistic  religion.  I 
will share one model of atheistic religion that works for me.  There are other models that might work better for 
you or others.  That in brief is what I want to share with you today.   
 
There are three parts to my presentation.  The first is my journey to atheistic religion.  All of our life journeys 
are different and our differing journeys  help to shape our current Life Explanations.  Knowing my journey will 
help you to identify my biases and my own assumptions which I may, unknowingly, exempt from evidence.  
The second part of my presentation is to share with you the factors that I believe are increasing atheistic 
religion.  These factors include the changing knowledge we have of the universe and broad social trends.   The 
final part of my presentation is my model of how I would do atheistic religion.  My model is not the best model 
or the only model of atheistic religion.  It will continue to evolve and I hope that some part of my model will 
prove useful to you. For changes to take place in religious organizations, there needs to be examples available 
for people to observe and experience.  I have developed such a model over the years and offer it for your 
consideration. 
 



My journey to atheistic religion has been a slow but meaningful journey.  Unlike many atheists I was never 
abused by my religion for which I am grateful.  I had mostly positive experiences and for this I must thank my 
parents. 
 
I was born in 1934 into an American Baptist pastors home in Elizabeth, NJ.  My religious experience was more 
caught than taught.  My parents provided a loving family with limited resources.  They often provided food for 
hungry vagrants who came to the pastor's home.  Sometimes they ate with us at the kitchen table and other 
times that sat on the steps of the back porch.  My most meaningful experience during this period of my life 
occurred when I was about 6 years old.  For some reason I picked up the daily newspaper that my father wanted 
to read and ran up the stairs to the bedrooms.  While I was hiding in the bathroom at the top of the stairs, my 
father kept telling me to bring it down but I ignored  him.  Then I heard him coming up the stairs to get the 
paper.  When he was about half way up the stairs, I took the folded  paper and threw it at him.  It hit him in the 
face and knocked his glasses off.  They fell onto the wooden stairs and shattered.  My father was angry and said 
that I was going to have to pay to get them fixed.  A few months later when my father was tucking me into bed, 
I got out my piggy bank and told him I was ready to pay for his glasses.  He surprised me by saying that I didn't 
have to pay for them and I learned how it felt to experience grace and be forgiven.  It was customary in our 
church for 12 year olds to be baptized and join the church.  I wanted to do it my way and refused and my 
parents didn't make an issue of it.  By the time I was 14 I was ready to make that decision.  After the baptismal 
service, one man came up to me and said, “Now you are one of us.”  I found the feeling of belonging to be 
meaningful.  My parents gave me a baptismal gift of the  newly published Revised Standard Version of the 
New Testament.  Their inscription didn't mention God but simply said “May the spirit of Jesus guide you.' 
 
After my Baptism I decided to get active in our Baptist Youth Fellowship.  My parents were the sponsors and 
were affectionately known as Mom and Pop to the 20-40 young people who were involved.   It gave me the 
opportunity to explore ideas about life as well as to develop leadership skills.  We published our own 
newsletter.  We invited the youth from a black church to join us for an evening.  Because of my new found 
interest in the ecumenical movement, I helped us create The Union with a nearby Presbyterian Church youth 
group.  We met together once a month and did some activities together.  I am almost sure that my interest in 
this project had nothing to do with that cute Presbyterian girl!  When I was 16, I decided to enter the Christian 
ministry as my life work.  My parents had never discussed this with me.  Nor did I ever hear that I was born 
sinful and needed to be saved.  Nor did I ever hear that the Bible was without error and literally true.  What I 
observed was that church participation was very helpful to people.  I explained my calling in retrospect as the 
desire to help people get from Point A, where they were, to Point B, where they wanted to be.  At the time I felt 
that the most important Point B should include participation in the life of a religious congregation, a conviction 
I still have.  So I wasn't completely willing to let people determine totally for themselves what Point B was for 
them.  Instead I had a sense that I had found a value that could be helpful to everyone.  After graduating from 
high school the next year, I was invited to preach my first sermon and became licensed to preach by the church 
leaders.  
 
After high school, I followed in my parents' footsteps and went to Ottawa University in Kansas.  The first two 
years there I served as the youth minister at a United Presbyterian Church.  The last two years I became the 
pastor of Tauy Baptist Church an open country church that had been closed for a number of years.  I preached 
morning and evening and developed a youth program for the many youth in the area.  I had my first experience 
officiating at funerals and my first baptisms.  It turned out that this was one of the churches that my father had 
served 25 years earlier and several of the families remembered him.   One man who was now 93 was the man 
who loaned my father enough money to get married and to move to Rochester, New York for seminary.  He 
only attended church once but I remember that day.  He described to me what a wonderful thing the human 
hand was and how it enabled us to do so many things.   The fall of 1953 also caused me to wrestle with a new 
issue.  Kansas was in a severe drought and one day I received a letter from the Governor of Kansas asking all 
the churches to pray for rain on the coming Sunday.  I decided that prayer would not bring rain.  After 
graduating college I also selected Colgate Rochester for my  seminary training.  Although the program was for 
three years, students with field work could reduce the load each semester and take four years to complete which 



I chose to do.  The First Baptist Church in Mumford had always had students who came out on Sunday.  They 
decided they would like to have a pastor who lived in the community which I also wanted to do.  I taught a 
youth Sunday School class, preached every Sunday, baptized new members, visited in homes and hospitals, 
conducted funerals, published a church news letter,  taught a weekday religious education class using my 
mother's  Youth Problems course now published by the Pittsburgh Council of Churches, and directed a Junior 
High Camp for the Baptist State Convention.  Four days a week my wife and I commuted into Rochester so I 
could take classes and she could work.  In 1958 I was ordained by the Monroe Baptist Association for Christian 
ministry.  The chair of my ordination council said that my ordination paper was the shortest he had ever seen 
but one of the best. 
 
My first full-time ministry position was as pastor of the First Baptist Church of Euclid, Ohio, an older suburb of 
Cleveland.  The church had recently split over the previous pastor and a large contingent left to attend another 
church.  My first day was for the annual meeting and during the meeting the Sunday School Superintendent 
hung himself at home.  My five years there included efforts to increase learning through small groups and to 
respond to the growing issues of civil rights.  I argued in a sermon in 1960 that John F. Kennedy's Roman 
Catholicism should not be an issue in determining whether he should be president.  We had small sharing 
groups with people from an inner city black Baptist Church.  All of this led up to the most meaningful day of 
my life.  Civil rights leaders organized a massive March on Washington on August 28, 1963  During our 
national struggle over slavery in the 19th century, James Russell Lowell wrote: “Once to every man and nation 
Comes the moment to decide, In the strife of truth with falsehood, For the good or evil side” The March on 
Washington became the occasion of my “once,” the moment to decide. I chose to pay a price, if necessary, to 
help achieve civil rights for black Americans.  I was fearful but I felt called to go both as a pastor and as a 
person. Prior to that experience I had seen my religious faith in God as life's main value and the true source of 
life's meaning.  Then in my act of helping to expand civil rights, I experienced helping as a higher level of 
meaning for life.  What totally surprised me was that this experience occurred not in the sanctuary of the church 
but in the politics of the world, not in the voicing of beliefs, but in the cries for justice, not in the petitions of 
prayer but in the acts of helping,   My conviction that helping is life's highest value has grown substantially 
over the past 50 years.   
 
Five months after the March on Washington I accepted a job in New York City.   I needed to sell my house in 
Euclid's all white suburb.  Because of the lack of fair housing laws at the time and my support for a Fair 
Housing group, I felt morally obligated to offer it to anyone.  I added to my listing the simple phrase “All 
Welcome” the code word to include blacks,  A delegation of neighbors came to  my house to condemn my 
action.  I was criticized by name in the Letters to the Editor in the Cleveland paper.  However, my letter in reply 
gave me the opportunity to advocate fair housing.  We received anonymous telephone hangups as well as the 
message, “You better watch your children.”  I didn't receive any condemnations from my church members.  
More  significantly, though, I didn't receive any support either.  I concluded that it was very difficult for church 
members to work for social change.  My new job was as Director of Christian Education and Urban Ministries 
for the 220 American Baptist churches in New York City, Westchester County, and Long Island.  One member 
of my committee said it was like marrying a Victorian queen with a hippie beatnik.  The Christian Education 
part was funded by our national organization since I was a part of their field staff.  The Urban Ministries part 
was an attempt to make a creative response to the injustices of urban life particularly for minorities.  During this 
time I seldom attend a church.  The major denominations  created a Joint Action in Ministry program and we 
worked to help black churches in Harlem to provide summer programs for children.  My job made it possible 
for me to attend the ecumenical Urban Training Center in Chicago.  It was during that time that I and a large 
number of the attending clergy were arrested in a civil rights march.  I was also helped to attend the last part of 
the Selma to Montgomery march for voting rights in Alabama.  In one of the programs I developed I defined 
ministry as helping others which was rejected by some.  I also advocated the Death of God movement as 
making more sense to me.  After six years in this position.  I decided to withdraw from full-time ministry as 
being incompatible with my changing thoughts. 
 
During the 1970's I had little contact with any church.  I spent 3 years working as an assistant to the Director of 



the Bulova School of Watchmaking in Queens, New York.  This school was created at the end of World War 2 
to provide new skill training for veterans who returned home as paraplegics.  I then spent 5 years at the 
America Management Association in New York in their Center for Management Development.  We programed 
3,000 seminars a year all over the country on a wide range of management topics.   I learned a lot using the 
resources and outstanding leaders who were available.   I continued to work on my doctorate in Religious 
Education at New York University.  I completed all my course work and had my research design approved but 
was unable to organize all the data and write the final thesis within the 10 year limit.  My approved topic was 
“A Learning Design for Manager Satisfaction.”  In 1978 I joined a management consulting firm in Tulsa, OK.  
When that didn't work out, I started my own consulting business that focused on team performance.  I began to 
attend church again pretty much as an observer. 
 
In 1980 with my father slowly dying of prostate cancer, my parents moved to Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, to be 
near me.  When he became bedridden in 1982, my mother recorded some of the things he wanted to say.  One 
was “Keep the record of divine love going.”  I interpret that to mean that he wanted people to feel valued and 
loved as the basis for feeling acceptable just as they were.  Another one he shared was “Just be the good news.”  
By that I think he meant that the good news of Christianity was not in what is said but in being good news to 
other people.  It is very much like the current saying, “Be the change you want to see in the world.”  During this 
time I had joined the Boston Avenue United Methodist Church, a progressive church in Tulsa with a beautiful 
building designed by a woman architect in the 1920's.  The church had over 6,000 members with a large 
number of adult Sunday School classes.  I joined a class and was asked to share some of my ideas which I was 
happy to do.  The response was positive enough that I was asked to teach other adult classes as well.  Then I 
decided that I would create a program for helping people to engage in their own ministry.  I called the group Be 
God's Word.  It was designed to interact with the Bible and then to take those insights into daily life 
opportunities to be helpful and work for justice.  We would share our efforts with the group and receive support 
and ideas.  My mother was a good case example.  She was a volunteer at a social service center helping a young 
man with his learning to read.  Her main problem was that everybody was smoking which she found unhealthy 
for herself and others.  With the advice of the group and her own perseverance she was able to help them 
convert into a non-smoking facility.  
 
When I came to Sarasota I joined First United Methodist Church.  I offered to create an adult class using my Be 
God's Word materials and changed the name of the program to Act Your Faith.  In 1993 I joined Church of the 
Palms and created another adult class using the same materials.  In the early 1990's while browsing a book store 
I found a book entitled “Rescuing the Bible from Fundamentalism” written by Episcopal Bishop John Shelby 
Spong.  It had been many years since I had done any serious Bible study.  Somehow this book led me to the 
Jesus Seminar created by Westar Institute to study the words and deeds of Jesus.  My first reaction was that this 
was more of the people who ignore history to promote their beliefs.  I was presently surprised to learn that this 
was a collaborative, evidence-based effort by New Testament scholars to determine the probability of the words 
and deeds attributed to Jesus in the first 300 years of Christian history.  The Five Gospels evaluating Jesus' 
words was published in 1993 followed by the Acts of Jesus in 1998.  I was eager to share their research with 
others and taught a seminar on it at Church of the Palms.  I helped to bring the first Jesus Seminar on the Road 
to Sarasota in 1996.  The format is two Westar Institute scholars who are here for Friday night and all day 
Saturday.  In February 2015 we will have our 20th annual seminar here in this sanctuary.  In 1996 I thought I 
might like go back into the ministry using some of my evolving ideas.  To become a United Church of Christ 
minister I had to be a member of a UCC church for a year.  So I joined First Congregational Church and again 
created a class using my program now revised and named Live by Faith.   
 
In 2000 I organized Friends of the Historical Jesus to sponsor the annual Westar Seminar and to offer seminars 
year round mostly related to Westar scholars' publications.  First Congregational UCC consented to being our 
institutional partner which allowed us to have meeting space without paying rent.  About one third of our 
participants were from the church and the others were from various churches or no church.  At our peak about 
seventy people signed up as members.  There was no fee but I accepted donations mostly from just a few 
people.  We met on most Monday evenings for two hours and also had full day weekday seminars as well as 



occasional Saturday events.  During this time I experimented with different ways of doing church that would 
reflect the changing realities.  I did one four week program on Saturdays with active church members who in 
their evaluation found the program more helpful than their regular experience.  I also created a Friends 
Gathering that met on Saturday every three weeks.  There were three major parts to these programs:  learning, 
eating together, and worship.  The Helpers Plan evolved over decades.  Just as many churches organize their  
church life around their beliefs, I wanted to organize a church around learning about  and doing helpful actions.  
In the 1960's Christian Education was at its high point in major denominations.  National staffs got together to 
create an ecumenical curriculum entitled Faith and Work which could then be modified by each denomination.  
I always thought that those objectives should be for the whole church and not just the Sunday school.  So in 
developing my action oriented curriculum for the life of a church, I started with the Faith and Work objectives 
that were action oriented and have modified them continually over the years based on people's input.  I resolved 
the God problem by defining God as a presence that was helpful without intervening.  My best image was that 
of a parent who sat by their child's hospital bed but could only offer their presence.  Their presence was helpful 
and even transforming without doing anything.  I used the Reminder Prayer which says, “God of peace, remind 
us you are with use.” 
 
My ultimate value had always been god even though my explanations and interpretations changed over time.  
The end of god for me was the result of two books by Westar scholar Lloyd Geering that were studied in our 
Friends seminar.  The first was Tomorrow's God which I found very persuasive on the human evolution of the 
god concept.  The second was Christianity without God which helped me to see that the god concept was not 
necessary in order to have a vibrant religion.  It was then I confirmed outwardly what had been going on 
inwardly since that March on Washington.  God was no longer a  value to me in any form.  It was then I noticed 
that something was missing.  So much of my life had been centered around the concept of God's good news that 
I sensed a vacuum of meaning.  It was then that I heard Michael Dowd speak on Evolutionary Christianity.  He 
was invited by this UU church and also spoke at First Congregational where I heard him.  He introduced me to 
the Great Story of the universe which was always kind of vague with me.  It was for me a new story of good 
news.  But I wanted to connect it to all the things I had been learning and teaching that  still seemed meaningful 
even without God.  What I saw in the Great Story was an unintentional pattern of helpfulness that eventually 
brought our sun, our solar system, our earth, and us into being.  That understanding when connected to the 
intentional helping that exists in the human species provided for me a more powerful and yet realistic story than 
the good news of God.  I called this the Helping Movement.  It wasn't long before I added the reality of change 
on Earth and in the universe by changing it to the Evolving Helping Movement. That was too long to say when 
competing with a one syllable word like god.  So Tehm was born as an acronym for The Evolving Helping 
Movement and unlike the  worked god it has only one meaning, everyone and everything. 
        
Life explanations are important ways to share probable truth and motivate helping.  We need to separate an 
experience from the explanation of the experience.  Experiences don't change.  What changes is the explanation 
of those experiences based upon new evidence and new understandings.  From 2003 to 2014 I went from “a 
faith community invited by God to a trust community invited by Tehm.   My new explanation was  “We are a 
trust community invited by Tehm to live our lives by trusting Tehm.”   With no change in experience but by a 
change in explanation I became an atheist. 
 
From 2003 to 2014 I went from “God's Word transforms us to Tehm transforms us.”   My new explanation was  
“Tehm is the living, active, transforming presence of helping in our midst.  Tehm can use any person, any idea, 
or any event as the instrument or symbol through which Tehm is able to transform us.   Tehm uses the Bible as 
a powerful resource through which Tehm has transformed people and can transform us” 

 
From 2003 to 2014 I went from “God will transform us to “Tehm will transform us.  My new explanation was:  
“Tehm will transform us as we listen for Tehm's call through the witness of our forebears and our 
contemporaries.  Tehm uses the past as information but not authority. The living, active, transforming presence 
of Tehm in our midst shapes our always changing understanding of Tehm.”  This is where I am today in my 



journey. 
 
From 2003 to 2014 I went from “Jesus as a faith model interpreted by God's Word to Jesus as a helping model 
interpreted by Tehm.   My new explanation was:  “Jesus of Nazareth is our primary helping  model. The limited 
facts about Jesus are whatever seems probable from historical research.  The early Christians were transformed 
by finding Tehm's truth for them through Jesus. Tehm can use any interpretation of Jesus to transform people. 
We are each called to interpret Tehm's truth through Jesus for ourselves. 
 
Now let us turn to the factors and trends that are increasing Atheistic Religion.  
 
The annual Barna Survey on Hispanic Americans over the past 20 years shows a huge drop in religious 
indicators.  Church attendance dropped from 54% to 33%.  Bible reading dropped from 55%to 33%.  Belief in 
the accuracy of he Bible dropped from 63% to 33%.  Belief in God as a wise, all-powerful ruler dropped from 
88% to 62%.  Many of these people will become atheists and some might join an atheistic religious group if 
they could find one.  This is just an example of broader trends in America. 
 
I define religion as what we trust for our decisions and actions.  Therefore, using my definition everyone is 
religious because everyone trusts something and creates a Life Explanation to explain what we trust.  Since 
religion is a human creation, there are no absolutes to turn to. 
 
Basically atheistic or atheism means without theism which means without anything that is supernatural.  The 
opposite of supernatural is of course the natural world we live in of which we are a part with all of its awe, 
mystery, and unknowns.  For atheists there is no second universe behind this one that is pulling the strings to 
animate our world.    The real distinction between traditional atheism and traditional religion is in the realm of 
assumptions.  At the center of most religions are assumptions that have been declared exempt from evidence.  
At the center of atheism is the conviction that all assumptions should be able to be challenged by evidence.  So 
to be atheistic in my presentation means simply that there are no  assumptions exempt from evidence whether it 
is in religion or in science. 
 
Evidence-based living is expanding.  Evidence-based living means that our decisions and actions are shaped by 
evidence.  This has always been true of the human species. We have learned to determine the probability of 
evidence. Medicine has changed dramatically in the last few hundred years based on the accumulation of 
evidence to support what is new.   Few people would choose to live without evidence-based medicine yet many 
are still willing to live without evidence-based religion.  I predict that  eventually most religions will move from 
being assumption-based to being evidence-based.  
 
When I say I am an atheist, I simply mean that I make no assumptions that by definition are exempt from 
evidence.  This is what I am calling an open ended assumption.   Any assumptions I make about life or religion 
are open to being disproved.  A closed ended assumption is exactly the opposite.  It is closed to evidence of any 
kind.  Usually religions will say that this super natural  something is exempt from any evidence requirement.   
Since it is exempt from evidence, the creators of this assumption can attribute any ideas or actions to their 
supernatural something.  So instead of dividing people into theist, atheist, agnostic, humanist, etc.,  I think it 
will be more helpful to say that there are people who live by open ended assumptions which can change.  That 
should be humbling.  Then there are people who live by closed ended assumptions and defend their positions 
with absolute certainty and ideological fervor.  It is hard to be humble or even open in the presence of such 
certainty.  And note that even atheists can have closed ended assumptions.   
 
Closed ended assumptions block evidence and so retard human progress.  Only 30% of Fundamentalists know 
that the Big Bang is the origin of the universe while 79 % of the nonreligious do.  Only 24% of Fundamentalists 
know that humans evolved while 81% of the nonreligious do.  Since Fundamentalists have more  closed ended 
assumptions than the nonreligious, we can assume that those closed ended assumptions explain the difference in 
understanding evidence. 



 
Closed Ended Assumptions  block justice.  The   Percentages of those who oppose or strongly oppose same sex 
marriage appear to correlate with their use of closed ended assumptions:  Fundamentalists were 61% opposed; 
Moderates were 40% opposed.  Liberals were  33% opposed and the Nonreligious were only 20% opposed 
 
Self-judgment is expanding.  Self-judgment is based on the idea that individuals have the ability and the right to 
think for themselves.   During the past 2500 years of human history this has been shown by the expansion of 
giving people the right to vote on issues that affect their lives.  This expansion undermines the closed-ended 
assumptions of most major religions.  
 
Scientific findings increase our understandings.  In the middle ages theology was the queen of the sciences 
because it was revealed  knowledge from God and therefore superior to all other forms of knowledge.  This 
position was based on close ended assumptions that refused to be challenged by evidence.  The Believing Brain 
by Michael Shermer shares some modern understandings of brain science that affect our religious beliefs. 
 
Brain science can help us understand what is behind our opinions about atheism and religion.   Michael 
Shermer describes what is hard wired into our brain that affects the way we see the world.  The first function he 
calls patternicity.  He defines patternicity as the tendency for us to find meaningful patterns in both meaningful 
and meaningless data.  People believe weird things because of our evolved need to believe non-weird things.  
So we will try to find meaning even when there is no meaning.  That is the price we have to pay to find 
meaning in meaningful data.  Our ancient forebears might have heard a rustle in the bushes that was nothing but 
the wind and had no meaning.  But in their gene pool was the memory that sometimes a wild animal was there 
to harm then.   
 
Agenticity is the tendency to infuse patterns with meaning, intention, and agency. "As an ultimate amalgam, 
patternicity and agenticity form the cognitive basis of shamanism, paganism, animism, polytheism, 
monotheism, and all other forms of theisms and spiritualisms devised by humans.  Your culture may dictate 
which god to believe in and which religion to adhere to, but the belief in a supernatural agent who operates in 
the world as an indispensable part of a social group is universal to all cultures because it is hard wired in the 
brain...."  It is not hard to see how this might have become so dominant.  Our ancestors became aware that they 
could be an agent to do things.  They could will things to happen and then make them happen.  When they 
could not will changes in storms and other natural phenomenon, they would naturally conclude that there was a 
stronger will at work, a stronger external agent.  What is important to remember is that the patterns and 
meanings that we create may not be real.  That is why our human species has invented science so that we might 
have ways to distinguish between what is real and what is not. 
 
Since we are hardwired for external agenticity, can we find a different agent than the traditional conflicting 
concepts of God?  The answer is yes.  I would suggest that the best external agent is Tehm,The Evolving 
Helping Movement,  Tehm is a value and meaning oriented explanation of the history of our 13.7 billion year 
old universe.  It consists of two parts:  the unintentional Tehm and the intentional Tehm.  The unintentional 
Tehm is the evidence-based story of our universe.  The intentional Tehm is our actions to be helpful to one 
another.  It will always be changing as new evidence is collected.    It includes everything and everyone..  
 
Awareness of our self-creating universe is increasing.  Our scientific knowledge has made us aware that we live 
in a self-creating universe.  Religions have often taught that the earth is the center of the universe and created 
by a supernatural being.  We now know that it is highly probable that the universe created itself and that our 
earth is like a grain of sand in a vast desert.  This knowledge undermines the core claims of most religions. 
 
Let us take a quick journey through the evolution of Tehm.  
Stage 1 is  The Big Bang, the Beginning of our Universe. 13,750,000,000 years ago. Stage 1 unintentionally 
helped and continues to help to create Stage 2.  
 



Stage 2 is the creation of our solar system and Earth 4,500,000,000 years ago.  Stage 2 unintentionally helped 
and continues to help to create Stage 3 
 
Stage 3 was the emergence of single-cell life on Earth 3,000,000,000 years ago. Stage 3 unintentionally helped 
and continues to help create Stage 4 
 
Stage 4 is the emergence of multi-cell life on Earth 2,000,000,000 years ago. Stage 4 unintentionally helped and 
continues to help create Stage 5 
 
Stage 5 is when plants, insects, and sea animals invade the land 514,000,000 years ago.   Stage 5 
unintentionally helped and continues to help create Stage 6 
 
Stage 6 is the  Age of the Reptiles 252,000,000 years ago  Life diversifies in sea and on land.  Some reptiles 
take to the air as birds.  Dinosaurs come to dominate the land.  The earliest mammals appear.  Stage 6 
unintentionally helped and continues to help create Stage 7 
 
Stage 7 is the   Age of the Mammals.  It includes the Emergence of human kind, from mammal to Homo 
Sapiens  66,000,000 years ago.  Stage 7 unintentionally helped and continues to help create Stage 8 
 
Stage 8 is  the Emergence of Language 2,000,000 years ago.  Language is Homo Sapiens most important tool.  
Stage 8 unintentionally helped and continues to help create Stage 9.   Humans are intentionally and 
unintentionally helping to create Stage 10. 
 
Stage 9 is the Emergence of Human Knowledge  50,000 years ago.  Only humans know that they know and we 
create human knowledge to record what we know.  Stage 9 unintentionally helped and continues to help create 
Stage 10.  Humans are intentionally and unintentionally helping to create Stage 10. 
 
Stage 10 is The Emergence of the gods  20,000 years ago.  Life explanations and life's meanings are told 
through stories of willfull beings known as the gods who inhabited virtually everything.  Stage 10 
unintentionally helped and continues to help create Stage 11. Humans are intentionally and unintentionally 
helping to create Stage 11 
 
Stage 11 is  The Emergence of God as the Oneness of all Reality 2,500 years ago.  Some scholars have referred 
to the period from 800 to 200 BCE as the First Axial Age, a time when the human species independently in 
various parts of the world rejected the ancient gods and sought to find a oneness to all reality.  This included the 
concept of there being only one god.  It was during this period that the roots of the worlds religions emerged.  
Stage 11 unintentionally helped and continues to help create Stage 12.  Humans are intentionally and 
unintentionally helping to create Stage 12. 
 
Stage 12 is the growing awareness from 250 years ago that we humans Are Totally Responsible for Our Own 
Survival.  There are no known, non-human, intentional powers to help us.  Some have referred to this as the 
Second Axial Age which may continue for centuries before human responsibility for everything is fully 
understood and accepted. All unintentional forces will continue to help create Stage 13. Humans are 
intentionally and unintentionally helping to create Stage 13 
 
Stage13 is  What We Leave our Descendants in the next 50, 500, and 5,000 years.  It seems that the 
evolutionary process has assigned roles to members of  species.  We are all familiar with the roles of individual 
bees and ants in their species.  But do we  as individual members of homo sapiens have an evolutionary role 
that is important for our descendants.  Ninety nine point ninety nine percent of all species on earth have gone 
extinct.  All other species of the genus homo have gone extinct.  But no other species has created the 
technology to destroy itself and many other species except homo sapiens.  Once we set aside the distraction of 
an after life we might begin to see that our descendants need us to think of them if they are even to have a life.  



So this is what I would propose for your consideration.   
 
In my opinion the evolutionary role of every human being is to help the human species survive and thrive 
which includes helping myself to survive and thrive and helping Earth including its life forms  to survive and 
thrive.  I think this is the appropriate priority order:  species, self, and Earth.  The goal for each is to survive and 
thrive in that order.   
 
The third part of my presentation is to share with you my model for Atheistic Religion that encompasses the 
best of my religious experiences and that is supported by the trends affecting us all.  I have tried to make it cost 
efficient, not location bound, and not clergy dependent.  It is a process that I would find helpful but I am aware 
that it may not be helpful to others.  I would only ask that  you reduce your first judgments and increase your 
imagination. 
 
My atheistic Religion Model would be called Helpers Exchange.  It would seek to create community among the 
participants. We would meet weekly on Sunday afternoons for 2 hours.  Weekly is a good interval for any 
change program.  Sunday afternoon is a slow work time with daylight hours and plenty of empty church 
facilities.  We  would bring our own food and eat a light lunch together  in groups of 3 or 4 at card tables.  
Eating with another person is our highest symbol of equality that helps build community which some feel is 
lacking in liberal religions. 
 
The Helpers Exchange content would include the exchange of ideas and experiences about helping.  We would 
learn insights about helping.  We would sing songs about helping.  The bottom line is that we would increase 
the frequency and the effectiveness of our helping actions.   
 
We can create helping songs for familiar tunes.  Beethoven's Hymn to Joy goes well with these words: “Hel-
pers, grow the Help-ing Move-ment which the dy-ing stars be-gan.  Help for all is stir-ring in us, lead-ing us 
with man-y hands.  Ev-er sing-ing, move  we for-ward, trust-ing in the midst of strife, Joy-ful music leads us 
on-ward in our hope-ful song of life.”  The evangelical tune Because He Lives is a moving melody for these 
words.  “Earth brought them forth, We call them help-ers, They come to love, heal, and help all.  They live and 
work in all the nat-ions and grow the Help-ing Move-ment for us all to share.  Be-cause they help, hope will 
rise  to-mor-row, be-cause they help, all fear is gone; be-cause we know they shape the fut-ure, and life is worth 
the liv-ing just because they help. 
 
The Helpers Exchange Context is Tehm,The Evolving Helping Movement. Helpers Exchange's highest priority 
is to do helping actions.  The Helpers Hope highlights our major strategies.  The Helpers Plan is the focus of 
our learning.  The Helpers Guide is available for individual use.   
 
Tehm, The Evolving Helping Movement, is humanity's  highest value.  The universes evolving, creative forces 
appear to have helped us and continue to help us unintentionally.  Somewhere during our evolutionary history 
our forebears began to practice helping that started the intentional actions of Tehm which has created what we 
call civilization.  Everyone is a helper to some degree. Helping is a win-win situation.  It helps the helpee, the 
one who receives the help, but it also provides the greatest experience of life satisfaction for the helper, the one 
who gives help.  Every group organized by human beings is for the purpose of helping.  Every job contributes 
in a narrow way to Tehm.   Helping is the most needed value on Earth.  It is the difference between a future 
with justice and equality for all and a future resulting in global disaster.   
 
Helping actions can unite all people on Earth.  Effective helping by individuals and  groups blends four major 
priorities, weighted below with a proposed  balance to advance Tehm.  At first the 55% assigned to Do Helping 
Actions might seem high.  But if every person and every helping group weighted it at least as high, we would 
all have more in common than what might divide us. That is our hope.  Helping Actions unite us.  Meaningful 
Experiences, Life Explanations, and Helping Heritages, if overweighted, divide us. Traditional  Christianity 
tends to reverse the order of Do Helping Actions and Share Life Explanations.  Life Explanations represented 



by  theological beliefs become the controlling priority and Do Helping Actions, while still important is given a 
lessor role in the priorities.  
 

The first and most important priority to advance Tehm is to do helping actions. The 1987 Random House 
Dictionary definitions for “help” include: “To give or provide what is necessary to accomplish a task or to 
satisfy a need; contribute strength or means to; render assistance to; cooperate effectively with; aid; assist; to 
save or rescue; to make easier or less difficult; contribute to; facilitate; to be useful or profitable to; to relieve 
(someone) in need, sickness, pain, or distress; to remedy, stop, or prevent; help implies furnishing anything that 
furthers one’s efforts, or relieves ones wants or necessities.” 
 

The second and next most important priority to advance Tehm is to create meaningful experiences that increase 
helping actions.  These experiences are designed to stimulate, motivate, and inspire helping actions.  Symbols, 
liturgy, music, metaphors, rituals, stories, sharing, and other resources can be organized in the best possible way 
to increase helping actions.  The degree to which these experiences increase helping actions is the degree to 
which they are effective and should be continued. This effectiveness is more important than tradition.  The 
experiences that do increase helping actions will help us create new traditions. 
 
The third priority to advance Tehm is to share life explanations.  Life explanations are our attempts to describe 
our lives within the grand scheme of “what is.”  The purpose of this sharing is to increase helping actions 
through  metaphors, myths, stories, and science. Our life explanations greatly influence who we are and how we 
act.  All assumptions about an assumed second universe are life explanations and  are neither right nor wrong.  
They are either more helpful or less helpful.  All life explanations are evaluated only by their ability to increase 
helping actions. 
 
The fourth priority to advance the Helping Movement  is to offer our helping heritages, both religious and non-
religious, that have proven to increase helping actions. These heritages may include helpful “calls” that should 
be preserved, nurtured, and offered to all who want to help.                              
 
The Helpers Hope is Tehm's Strategies for Living.  1.  Feel the Helping: Our beginning feeling is the awareness 
that our core being is helped, loved and valued without any effort of ours.  Feeling ourselves as acceptable 
creates internal power.  2.  Celebrate What You Have: Our starting action is to remember everything for which 
we are  grateful right now.  Celebrating even small things makes us more effective.  Celebrating what we have 
reduces our focus on what we don't have.  3.  Help Where You Can:   The main purpose of our life is to help 
where we can.  We can engage The Helpers Plan by exploring its mission, actions, invitations, and affirmations.  
It will challenge us to Trust Tehm, Create Community, Help Others and Find Truth  4.  Be at One with What Is: 
When all of our efforts are exhausted, we turn to our resting action.  We  are at one with what is and without 
fear.  Then we can start anew to live The Helpers Hope.  The Helpers Hope assumes that these four strategies 
represent over 90% of what a person needs to be effective in life and satisfied with life.  
 
The Helpers Plan Mission is to grow Tehm by increasing the number and effectiveness of helping actions while 
balancing helping ourselves, helping all others, and helping Earth our only habitat.  Why are helping actions 
important? The unintentional actions of Tehm, powerfully represented by our sun, appear to offer us another 
4.5 billion years before the death of our solar system. But the future of the human species depends on the 
continuing growth of the intentional actions of Tehm.  Helping actions are the essence of Tehm.  We need to 
increase around the globe both the number and the effectiveness of helping actions.  
             
The Helpers Plan has four three week Helping Actions to achieve its mission.  These actions are assumed to be 
of equal importance like the equality of four cylinders in the engine of a car.  A. Trust Tehm as life’s  
foundation symbolized perhaps by earth with the invitations to receive Tehm's acceptance, remember Tehm's 
presence, and grow in trusting Tehm.  B. Create  Community as life’s blessing symbolized by fire with the 
invitations to renew Tehm's helping heritages, equip ourselves for Tehm’s mission, and communicate our trust 
in Tehm.  C.  Help Others as a life mission, strategy, and actions symbolized perhaps by water with the 



invitations to decide as Tehm hopes, respond when Tehm calls, and share Tehm’s gifts.  D. Find Truth as life’s 
corrective symbolized perhaps by air with the invitations to study Tehm’s actions in history, listen for Tehm’s 
new truth, and search for Tehm’s new creating. 
 
The invitation for Week 1 of Trust Tehm is to  Receive Tehm’s Acceptance.  Three affirmations help to do that.  
They are:  a.  I open my total self to Tehm so that I can receive.  b.  I accept Tehm’s unconditional love for me 
just as I am.  and c.  I am released by Tehm from the bondage of things done, not done, happened, might 
happen, or blamed. 
 
The invitation for the week 2 of Trust Tehm is  Remember Tehm’s  Presence.  The affirmations to achieve that 
are:  a.  I create special times to reflect on Tehm.  b.  I think about Tehm at all times and in all circumstances.  
And c.  I find Tehm every place I go. 
 
The invitation for Week 3 of Trusting Tehm is Grow in Trusting Tehm.  The daily affirmations to help achieve 
Grow in Trusting Tehm are:  a.  I cherish specific experiences of Tehm in my life.  b.  I schedule opportunities 
to grow in trusting Tehm.  and c.  I increasingly choose Tehm over choices that are less than Tehm. 
 
The Invitation for Week 1 of  Create Community is Renew Tehm's Helping Heritages.  The daily affirmations 
to achieve that invitation are:  a.  I value the preserved stories of Tehm in our history.  b.  I experience Tehm's 
helping heritages in my own life.  And c.  I assure Tehm's helping heritages will be passed on. 
 
The Invitation for Week 2 of Create Community is Equip Ourselves for Tehm’s Mission.  The daily 
affirmations to help achieve that invitation are:  a.  I see the vision of Tehm's mission.  b.  I understand what 
helps and hurts Tehm's mission and c.  I practice the disciplines of Tehm's mission. 
 
The Invitation for Week 3 of Create Community is Communicate Our Trust in Tehm.  The daily affirmations to 
help achieve this invitation are:  a.  I translate Tehm so others will hear Tehm’s calls; b.  I talk about Tehm so 
others will increase their helping; and c.  I embody Tehm so others can always see Tehm at work. 
 
The invitation for Week 1 of Help Others is  Decide as Tehm Hopes.  The daily affirmations to help achieve 
that invitation are:  a.  I use every decision as a building block toward Tehm’s hopes; b.  I neutralize 
prejudgment about Tehm’s hopes caused by my own prior experience;  and c.  I explore enough possibilities to 
give Tehm’s hopes an opportunity to lead. 
 
The invitation for Week 2 of Help Others is Respond When Tehm Calls.  The daily affirmations to help achieve 
that invitation are:  a.  I hope for opportunities to help Tehm;   b.  I commit myself to help Tehm in all areas 
of my life; and c.  I help Tehm primarily where I spend my time. 
 
The invitation for Week 3 of Help Others is Share Tehm’s Gifts.  The daily affirmations to help achieve that 
invitation are:  a.  I act as if all belongs to Tehm before it belongs to me;   b.  I practice first portion sharing  as a 
reminder that all belongs to Tehm;  and  c.  I share Tehm's gifts where I can to make the future better for all. 
 
The invitation for Week 1 of Find Truth is Study Tehm’s Actions in History.  The daily invitations to achieve 
that invitation are:   a.  I interpret Tehm’s actions in the Bible and its traditions;  b.  I survey Tehm’s actions 
in non-Biblical religious traditions;  and c.  I explore Tehm’s actions in non-religious traditions. 
 
The invitation for Week 2 of Find Truth is  Listen for Tehm’s New Truth.  The daily affirmations to help 
achieve this invitation are:  a.  I spend time and effort waiting with expectancy for Tehm’s new leading; b.  I 
pursue Tehm’s answers in sources I am tempted to ignore; and  c.  I probe for Tehm’s leading in every 
position with which I disagree. 
 
The Invitation for Week 3 of Find Truth is Search for Tehm’s New Creating.  The daily affirmations to help 



achieve this invitation are:  a.  I affirm that Tehm is creating new benefits for organism Earth;  b.  I invest time 
and energy identifying Tehm’s new creations; and c.  I risk myself as Tehm’s instrument of new creating. 
 
Helpers Exchange and any helping community  will be strengthened if it chooses a helping heritage.  Because I 
am an ordained Christian minister and Christianity is the dominant heritage in this country, I would choose the 
Christian heritage.  To choose a helping heritage requires two steps.  The first is to self-identify with a helping 
heritage and the second is to claim some meaningful  part of that heritage.  Now that I have self-identified as a 
Christian, what part of the Christian heritage do I claim as meaningful to me.  
 
Helping Christianity claims  the helping ideas and the helping actions within  the Christian heritage.   There are 
of course other Christian groups that claim other parts of the Christian heritage.  We all have in common the 
fact that we have self-identified ourselves as Christians and we have all claimed at least some parts of the 
Christian helping heritage.   
 
The Bible is central  to Christian groups but in different ways.  Helping Christianity's Bible heritage is based on 
a 900 year record of thoughtful voices about the role of helping.  These voices all seem to suggest that helping 
is more important than religious explanations or religious rituals.  This message has continued through centuries 
of Christian practice even though it often was a minority opinion.  Let me share what I have found. 
 
I would like to share with you the voices in the Bible that represent Helping Christianity's chosen heritage. In 
quoting these voices I have taken the liberty to use the word Tehm, The Evolving Helping Movement, as a fair 
substitute for the words referring to God.  The reason for that is:  just as the word God referred to the authors' 
highest value, the word Tehm refers to my highest value.  Further more I believe that if they knew then what I 
know now, they would also use the word Tehm to express their highest value.  I have chosen twelve voices to 
fit my three month cycle but there are many more that could be used. 
760-750 BCE, Amos (5:21, 24):  “Tehm hates, Tehm despises your festivals, and Tehm takes no delight in your solemn 
assemblies....But let justice roll down like waters and righteousness like an ever flowing stream.” 2.   
 
742-701 BCE, First Isaiah (1:14-17):  “Your new moons and your appointed festivals Tehm hates; they have become a burden to 
Tehm…. cease to do evil. 
 
730-701 BCE,  Micah (6:8):  “What does Tehm require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with 
Tehm?”  545-539 BCE, Third Isaiah (58:6-7):   “Is this not the fast that Tehm chooses:  to loose the bonds of injustice, to undo the 
thongs of the yoke, to let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke?  Is it not to share your bread with the hungry, and bring the 
homeless poor into your house; when you see the naked cover them.”   
 
530-510 BCE,  Another Isaiah(?) (61:1-2):  “The spirit of Tehm  is upon me, because Tehm has anointed me; 
Tehm has sent me to bring good news to the oppressed, to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the 
captives, and release to the prisoners.”,   
 
520-518 BCE,  Zechariah (7:9-10):  “Render true judgments, show kindness and mercy to one another; do not 
oppress the widow, the orphan, the alien, or the poor; and do not devise evil in your hearts against one 
another.”,   
 
225-175 BCE, Tobit  (12:8):  “Prayer with fasting is good, but better than both is almsgiving with 
righteousness.”   
 
28-30 CE,  Jesus (Mark 2:15, highly probable): Author's Opinion: “Then Jesus happens to recline at 
table...along with many toll collectors and sinners..”   (Luke 8:1-2, highly probable): “He traveled through 
towns and villages, preaching and announcing the good news of Tehm ...with some women whom he had cured 
of evil spirits and diseases.”   (Matthew 5:44, Luke 6:27, highly probable):  “Love your enemies.” (Luke 17:21, 
probable):  “Tehm is right here in your presence.”  I would conclude that increasing helping actions enabled 
Jesus to include everyone even enemies.  His activities and teachings were all focused on being helpful.  He 



said that the helping actions that he and others were doing was the presence of Tehm, his top priority as a 
human being. As an aside, if scholars conclude that the historical Jesus was only a myth, all these descriptions 
of helping will still remain as the voice of someones idea in the first century of the value of Tehm. 
 
52-55 CE,  Paul, (2 Corinthians 5:17-19):   “It is as if there is a new world order....Tehm has made us agents of 
this change...entrusting us with this message of helpful change.” 
 
80-90 CE,  Matthew (25:35-36, 40):  “Tehm was hungry and you gave Tehm food, Tehm was thirsty and you 
gave Tehm something to drink, Tehm was a stranger  and you welcomed Tehm, Tehm was naked and you gave 
Tehm clothing, Tehm was sick and you took care of Tehm, Tehm was in prison and you visited Tehm.... Just as 
you did it to one of the least of these … you did it to Tehm.”  
 
90-100 CE,  John (14:26):  : “The Advocate/Helper, Tehm … will teach you everything.”   
 
100-150 CE, James  (James 1:27, 2:18):  “Religion that is pure and undefiled … is this:  to care for orphans and 
widows in their distress....I by my works will show you my faith.”   
All of these voices suggest to me that increasing helping actions is the best criteria used to evaluate human 
lives. The helping actions people do is infinitely more important than their religious beliefs, practices and  life 
explanations. 
 
The Helpers Guide is for individuals and groups.  It offers a weekly page for personal reflections as well as 
group discussion.  It is organized around the Helpers Hope and the Helpers Plan .  It draws on the helping 
heritages both in the past and now and  is based on a three month cycle.  
 
I have tried to make the case today for atheistic religion because  I believe that we have entered Stage 12 of 
Tehm, the evolving helping movement.  Stage 12  is when “we humans Are Totally Responsible for Our Own 
Survival.  There are no known, non-human, intentional powers to help us.”  We need what Marion Franklin 
Ham wanted:  “A freedom that reveres the past but trusts the dawning future more”  We all are religious.  We 
all trust something for our decisions and our actions.  Our Life Explanations are  how we explain what we trust.    
Life Explanations can be elaborate or they can be quite simple.  They can be created or they can be taught.  
They can be clear or they can be subconscious.  Our Life Explanations are different than our Life Actions.  Our 
Life Explanations are what we hope to do. Our Life Actions are what we actually do.  There is always a gap 
between our Life Explanation and our Life Actions, a gap between the talk and the  walk.   The test for judging 
the effectiveness of our religion, Life Explanations and our Life Actions, is the Three Helpee Test:  How 
helpful is it to me?  How helpful is it to all other humans in the world?  How helpful is it to Earth, our only 
habitat?  I think James Russell Lowell had it right when he wrote,, “New occasions teach new duties, Time 
makes ancient good uncouth.  They must upward still and onward who would be abreast of truth.” 


